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Review No. 119691 - Published 8 Apr 2015

Details of Visit:

Author: rjonline
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 6 Apr 2015 19:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual MKE but this time the smallest room with the mercury tipping to 20C , not the best one when
Gemma is adding up to it the other end!!!

The Lady:

Gem'ma of a girl... Petite slim lovely handful tits with an amazing derriere..Summed it right!!!

The Story:

My first visit for Gemmma ever,damn I haven't made all these days. Was there on time, in came
Gemma with a caution ! no DFK only FK and OWO if you are clean enough. I did make the efforts
which was paid back in the next 30 mins :) . who needs a wagging tongue, when she can kiss with
such lovely soft lips and in a true FK way. Heightened passion is exploring her tits while kissing and
rubbing her against your manhood.

kissing proceeded to the next level of superb OWO seamlessly , all along with a nice eye contact
and sensuousness. reverse o and a long OWO, time for a proper shag. took her doggy,miss and on
top.. finished up and had a good chat.

Did I care to mention that I was the last appointment for the day and had this amazing time. (this will
mean a lot to people, who tend to have a below avg experience, when you approach EOD). after all
we wanna go home early, don't we!!!

a definite yes and among my all time favs now...would be back soon to have another amazing
session.
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